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Looking for an inexpensive live/work space, an anonymous character settles on a supernatural
apartment that has a seemingly unlimited number of identical rooms and manifests distracting
illusions and other psychological hurdles. The story unfolds in vignettes that voyeuristically
document the character's domestic activities in an increasingly disorienting environment.Patrick
Kyle lives and works in Toronto, Ontario. He is the co-founder and editor of Wowee Zonk, a
contemporary comic book anthology featuring up-and-coming international artists. He has been
previously nominated for Doug Wright and Ignatz awards for his comic book series Black Mass
and Distance Mover.

L.A. Times Book Prize FinalistDon't Come In Here, is a science-fiction effort more in the vein of
Phillip K Dick than the more fantastic influences he's been drawing from of late. This is a story
about paranoia, disconnection, isolation and technology." - Rob Clough, High-Low"With
underlying themes of alienation, isolation and psychological disturbance, adeptly limned in
Kyle's unique, almost hieroglyphic style, Don't Come in Here is an eerie, unsettling, and hypnotic
experience." - Rob Kirby"Unsettling yet hypnotic Don't Come in Here is, quite simply, an abstract
comics masterpiece." - Andy Oliver, Broken Frontier"Koyama Press publishes some of the best
indie comics, and Patrick Kyle's latest comic is definitely up there. I laughed so much reading
this comic. You've got to check it out." - Emma Lawson, Panels"[Don't Come in Here is] a dream-
like and claustrophobic story that exploits and subverts the possibilities of panel-to-panel
storytelling to their fullest to create a dizzying, sometimes oppressive and brilliantly bizarre
reading experience." - Andy Oliver, Forbidden Planet International"The straightforward
storytelling approach, two borderless panels on each page, juxtaposes with Kyle's inherently
bizarre visual style, which renders the simple line drawings of the tenant in his apartment and
the surreal events occurring around him equally off-kilter. It amounts to a persuasively peculiar
view of a prisoner of domesticity." - Gordon Flagg, Booklist"If you like absorbing creative work
without a specific emotional or intellectual goal, if you like letting the work sit for awhile before a
comprehension of what you encountered begins to appear, if you like creative work to function in
collaboration with you, to fashion something unique and personal between you and the work
itself, then Kyle's concoction is possibly for you, and you will be able to encounter it in a way
that's enriching." - John Seven, The Comics Beat"Don't Come in Here shows off a kind of
Brechtian comics-making. Kyle's pieces draw attention to different human dilemmas while also
drawing attention to the comics form itself." - Greg Hunter, The Comics Journal"Kyle is one of
those creators who has fully earned the oft-tossed around description of being a genuinely
distinctive voice in his field." - Andy Oliver, Broken Frontier"In this first long-form graphic novel,
Kyle captures the strange, disorienting, and sometimes hallucinogenic realities of apartment



living realities we in Vancouver have come to know and love (or at least tolerate)." - Alice
Fleecrackers, SAD Mag"The idiosyncrasies of Kyle's work are explored throughout Don't Come
In Here, and readers looking for an abstract comics experience can pick up the graphic novel
when it hits stands in the next few weeks." - Oliver Sava, A.V. Club"Using a kaleidoscope of
fluoro colours, Patrick's weird characters flourish in their even weirder surroundings." - Rebecca
Fulleylove, It's Nice ThatPraise for Distance MoverSilver Medal in the Long form, Single Image
and Comic category in the Society of Illustrators Comic and Cartoon Art Annual
Competition"Distance Mover is a terrific book, marking Patrick Kyle as a standout among up-
and-coming cartoonists." - Nick Francis Potter, Heavy Feather Review"This is a masterful use of
shapes and squiggles to depict the sheer otherness of alien worlds and societies, one that not
only alters one's understanding of physics but also of aesthetics." - Rob Clough, The Comics
Journal"Distance Mover...remains a hippy punk comics love letter full of lumpy characters and
far-out themes of art, and life, and the world." - Bryan Munn, SequentialAbout the AuthorPatrick
Kyle lives and works in Toronto, ON. He is the co-founder and editor of Wowee Zonk, a
contemporary comic book anthology featuring up-and-coming international artists. He has been
previously nominated for Doug Wright and Ignatz awards for his comic book series Black Mass
and Distance Mover. Koyama Press published the latter in book form in 2014. Patrick's
illustrations have appeared in The New York Times, Esquire, The Walrus, Transworld
Skateboarding Magazine, and Vice Magazine.
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mikedoeseverything, “Four stars out of five. Kinda really good. I like that you can never really see
the main character's face. I've never really seen that done before. And then there's the stuff
about walking from one place to another--Patrick Kyle does something really cool in this book
with that. The landlord character is ultra-mint. Yes, there's even a Simpsons bit it is super meta
but in a really cool sort of (not-really-that-meta) way. I didn't think I would like the book. I only
bought it because it was ”

lily groot, “Conceptual, but not overly cerebral.. Black and white is a great medium for Kyle's
work, and each page stands as a well-balanced visually pleasing piece of art by itself. How long
it takes you to read it is really up to you, but I found it to be a nice quick, meditative read. You can
see their modernist influences in the work. As much of a piece of art as a readable comic book.”

Francisco Rodriguez, “Graphic Design.. For the design shape size and graphics I give this slim
delicious book highest possible ratings. A must buy.But if you like Faces pause a bit. Faces and
eyes can convey such emotion. No faces in this book. Yet. The graphic design of the book
though abstract is five star quality.”

Sam the Sham, “A beautiful meditation on time. A beautiful meditation on time, space, bodies &
technology. It's often abstract but propulsive and coherent. It's philosophical but avoids navel-
gazing-stoner tropes while still not taking itself too seriously. Some of the most readable, least
self-conscious, warmest "art comics" on paper.”

Peahat, “He does it again.. Great art style as always.”

Ric, “Five Stars. The new ones better but it's all great”

TJ, “Creative masterpiece. Very thoughtful book. Shown a few friends. All very intrigued”

The book by Gerald McDermott has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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